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The rapid development of publishing industry in Britain as well as Britain’s 
unbounded imperial ambitions between the late eighteenth- and the mid-
nineteenth centuries constituted ideal conditions for travel literature to flourish. 
This is the fact underlined by Travels into Print, but also by many other studies 
in the field. Yet, the focus of this book differs considerably from the others. By 
means of numerous well-researched and aptly selected examples it demonstrates 
how ‘the world was put into words by the house of John Murray and that 
firm’s authors’ (p. 211) and that books of travel and exploration ‘were acts of 
assemblage, of craft, and of truth making’ (p. 210). Even those literary scholars 
who could expect more formal analyses will definitely find the book refreshing 
(given its numerous references to non-canonical texts) and will appreciate the 
metaphorical presentation of the most important journey depicted here—the 
one undertaken by travel texts themselves, from mere in-the-field notebooks to 
published and promoted works. •

Aneta Lipska
State University of Applied Sciences in Włocławek

<https://doi.org/10.18573/romtext.91>

This review is © 2020 The Author and is the result of the independent labour of the 
scholar credited with authorship. For full copyright information, see page 2. 
Date of acceptance: 21 June 2019. c b n d

Nigel Leask, Robert Burns and Pastoral: Poetry and Improvement in Late 
Eighteenth-Century Scotland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), xiv 
+ 347pp. ISBN- 978-0-1987-3242-6; £27.50 (pb).

Offering a wide-ranging and highly nuanced perspective on the 
works of Robert Burns, Nigel Leask’s Robert Burns and Pastoral has deservedly 
endured as a key work within Burns Studies since its original publication in 
2010. Its reissue in paperback has opened Leask’s influential re-evaluation of one 
of Scotland’s most prominent literary figures to a broader range of potential 
readers. Burns Studies has been visibly flourishing in recent years, with Glasgow 
University’s Editing Robert Burns for the Twenty-First Century project (2011– ) 
providing a nexus for the field’s increasing vitality. Burns’s somewhat stuffy early 
twentieth-century reputation has been well and truly banished by the waves of 
innovative literary criticism that have emanated from the field. Burns has also 
been reintegrated into narratives about the development of British and global 
anglophone literatures as part of an increasingly outward gaze throughout Scot-
tish Studies. Leask’s book represents an important contribution to this process, 
and seeks to give Burns Studies a more prominent place within twenty-first-
century literary scholarship.
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Leask’s intervention situates Burns’s life and works in relation to the radi-
cal restructuring of rural life which characterised the eighteenth century in 
Scotland. Drawing upon recent developments in the study of Scottish history, 
Leask places Robert Burns—poet, tenant farmer and exciseman—within what 
T. M. Devine has described as a historical moment where ‘the face of the Scot-
tish countryside was radically altered and the life of the people fundamentally 
changed’.1 Leask’s early comment, that ‘it is remarkable that no major study has 
yet addressed Burns’s occupational involvement with the discourse and practice 
of agricultural improvement’ (p. 16), is vindicated by the array of new perspec-
tives which such a focus furnishes in the course of the book. In particular, this 
focus serves to complicate conventional approaches to concepts of ‘Enlighten-
ment’ and the ‘Romantic’, revealing the ways in which these two discourses and 
influences interact within Burns’s oeuvre. 

In particular, Leask’s chapter on Burns’s religious satires ‘Hellfire and Com-
mon Sense’ compellingly picks apart the ways in which contemporary debates 
and tensions within the Church of Scotland were reflected in Burns’s poetry. 
Leask fluently ties these tensions into ongoing political and ideological conflicts 
within Scottish and British society, giving one of the most comprehensible and 
suggestive accounts of the ‘auld licht, new licht’ debates of the later eighteenth 
century that I have encountered. Leask’s self-professed ‘ “big” book on Burns’ is 
indeed a big book that makes important interventions across a dizzying variety 
of topics, including Burns’s animal poetry, his engagement with the pastoral 
as literary genre, his religious satires and his Romantic legacies. However, this 
potentially mystifying range is skilfully unified through Leask’s focus on the 
concept of ‘Improvement’, which he convincingly argues is at the heart of many 
of the apparent contradictions within the poet’s work.

It is not an overstatement to describe Robert Burns and Pastoral as essential 
reading for any scholar embarking on work which covers the life, work or legacy 
of Burns. Leask’s critical re-evaluation of Scotland’s Bard opens up a wide range 
of new avenues for further scholarship. His insights into Burns’s wider historical 
context mean that the book is also a useful resource for scholars interested in 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Scottish literature and history. The book’s 
final chapter, ‘Across the Shadow Line: Robert Burns and British Romanticism’, 
gestures towards the ways in which this book can inform our approach to the 
period more broadly and places Leask’s Burns within the burgeoning field of 
Four Nations scholarship. 

The book’s publication in paperback also reveals its potential as a teaching 
aid for senior undergraduate and postgraduate courses. Its arrangement into 
nine tight and thematically cohesive chapters means that any one of these 
could helpfully be set for discussion in a relevant seminar or tutorial. The text’s 
availability as an affordable paperback will hopefully empower more lecturers 
and tutors beyond Scottish studies to include the text in their recommended 
reading lists. In Robert Burns and Pastoral, Leask updates the ‘ “big” book on 
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Burns’ for a twenty-first-century audience, situating Burns within a complex 
frame of national and international historical forces and ideas. •

Notes
1. T. M.Devine, The Scottish Nation: 1700–2000 (London: Penguin, 1999), p. 134.

Sarah Sharp
University of Aberdeen 

<https://doi.org/10.18573/romtext.92>

This review is © 2020 The Author and is the result of the independent labour of the 
scholar credited with authorship. For full copyright information, see page 2. 
Date of acceptance: 21 June 2019. c b n d 

Devoney Looser, The Making of Jane Austen (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2017), 291pp. ISBN 978-1-4214-2282-4; £22 (hb).

A celebrated spiritual medium known as the ‘human telephone to the 
spirit world’ is not the sort of character one anticipates being discussed in a book 
about Jane Austen. Neither is a mid-nineteenth century anti-suffrage Welsh MP 
who turns out to be a poor literary critic. Nor Harpo Marx, for that matter. But 
they are all here, among a cast of other extraordinary characters and situations, 
in Devoney Looser’s equally remarkable book, The Making of Jane Austen. 

The medium in question was Leonora Piper who was asked in 1892 to 
communicate with George Pellow, the author of Jane Austen’s Novels, the first 
dissertation written about the novelist, published in 1883. Pellow—who was 
something of a prodigy by all accounts, and died at the age of thirty-two in 
mysterious circumstances—had told his close friend, the parapsychologist Dr 
Richard Hodgson, that if he died before him, he would try to speak to him 
from beyond the grave. Hodgson, and eventually various other professors from 
Harvard, went to see Piper regularly and were convinced that through Piper’s 
‘automatic writing’ Pellow had made contact with them. The evidence? Piper’s 
written references to Jane Austen. As Looser goes on to observe: ‘the world of 
academia and the world of popular culture for Jane Austen were sometimes not 
so very far apart in the late nineteenth century’ (p. 186).

Indeed, this tension between academia and popular culture is evident and 
dissected throughout Looser’s extensively researched book, which can be char-
acterised by its exceptional clarity, humour and insight. Looser, in choosing to 
focus on the ‘little-known or unknown individuals’ (p. 12) and their impact 
on the ‘making of Jane Austen’, as opposed to the ‘elite caretakers of her image’ 
(what John Lennon would sardonically call the ‘experts, textperts’) and their 
‘hyperfocus on words’ (p. 11), has created a fascinating epistemological interven-
tion in Austen studies. Like Shakespeare, to whom, as Looser points out, she is 
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